
Aerospace Abrasive Surface Cloths Recommended ring when 
using this product:

Product Code: 38667

Format: Centre-feed rolls

Sheet size: 32 x 31 cm

Case Quantity: 6 x    x 60 

Aerospace Chemical Application Cloths Recommended ring when 
using this product:

Product Code: 38665

Format: Centre-feed rolls

Sheet size: 32 x 30 cm

Case Quantity: 6 x    x 60 

KIMTECH* / WETTASK* SSX Cloths Recommended ring when 
using this product:

Product Code: 7764

Format: Centre-feed rolls

Sheet size: 31.7 x 30.5 cm

Case Quantity: 6 x    x 60 

WETTASK* Wiping System
UNPACKING & LOADING INSTRUCTIONS
Refi llable, fully enclosed wiping system giving you greater control over solvent use 
and wiping costs. Upgraded opening system and inclusive visual management kit for 
more e�  cient working in a safer environment. Safe, simple and reliable for improving 
health & safety, productivity and profi tability.

Bucket
Refi llable bucket, stackable to 
ensure optimum storage.

Colour coded 
plastic inserts
Easy to a�  x to top of lid for direct 
identifi cation and permanent control 
of used solvent.

Colour coded stickers
Flexible system of individual stickers 
for wrapping around the bucket to 
identify the type of solvent used at a 
glance

Hazardous label
For fi lling in and a�  xing to the back 
of the bucket to directly and clearly 
identify all relevant information 
(wiper code, product name, hazar-
dous ingredient, risk phrases etc).

Lid
Two component lid system with 
main lid to safely close the bucket 
and additional fl ap for fl exible sheet 
removal and closure between uses.

Rings
Two rings with di� erent apertures 
for e�  cient use and dispensing of 
sheets depending on the chosen roll.

Product Code: 7919
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UNPACKING

Remove packaging and adhesive 
strip of the roll.

Remove lid and insert wiper roll 
into dispensing bucket.

TEAR OFF

Thread wipers from the 
centre of the roll through 
the loop ring.

Please ensure that two plies of 
the sheet are threaded through 
the aperture.

VISUAL MANAGEMENT

In the meantime a�  x the 
coloured plastic insert to the top 
of the lid and stick the coloured 
sticker around the bucket in 
order to identify the type of 
solvent used.
There are fi ve di� erent 
colours available in the visual 
management kit for you to 
choose from.

CHECK

When bucket is clearly labelled 
and the solvent used has soaked 
in, the wiping system is ready 
to use.

* The amount of liquid used depends on your specifi c end use requirement. We recommend that you 
initially fi ll the system with either 1.75L of disinfectant or 2.0L of solvent. Then check your process and add 
more if required. The wiper can absorb up to 5 times its own weight.
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ADD SOLVENT 
& CHANGE RING

Pour your solvent / disinfectant 
into centre of roll.*

Insert the required ring into the 
mouth of the lid. 
(see recommendation in table 
on page one)

RE-SCREW LID & WAIT

Screw the lid back onto the top 
of the bucket and close the fl ap 
in the centre of the lid.

Allow minimum 20 min. for liquid 
to soak through the roll before 
you start dispensing the sheets.

VISUAL MANAGEMENT

Fill in the hazardous label 
and stick it to the back of 
the bucket.

READY TO USE

Pull out the sheets needed and 
keep the fl ap closed between 
uses.
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